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Everton Joseph (far left)
examines a strip of tissue to
determine the gender and
reproductive activity of a
llonfish, while Bruce PUrdy
(right) examines stomach
contents. In addition to
monitoring what lionfish
eat in the Atlantic-fairy
basslets and Juvenile grunts
are common prey-the dissection team collects tissue
samples (left) which will be
examined by technicians at
the NOAA Center for coastal
and Habitat Research. The
second objective of the most
recent lionfish expedition
was to tag living lionfish for
future observation (below).
Bruce Purdy looks on while
Lad Akins explains the tagging system to Andy Dehart
and Chris Flook.

S pping off the elevator on the eighth floor of
high-rise Nassau hotel, I'm assaulted by the
pungent stench of cloves and dead fish.
A clear scent trail leads to room 811 where four young
men work huddled around a plastic patio table
dragged inside the room from the ocean-view balcony. An assortment of measuring beakers, dissecting
knives, glass vials, open notebooks and half-finished
Kalik beers litter the work area. An unwatched college football game blares from the TV on the dresser.
The sweet-sick odor originates from two five-gallon buckets filled
with dozens of colorfully striped reef fish floating in a stew of brine,
clove oil and alcohol. The men bend to their work of dissecting the
fish in assembly line fashion, each performing a specific task before
jotting down notes and passing the remains to the next man. Already
tired from a full day of diving to capture the fish, the group has worked
its way through 12 specimens. They have 21 more to go. It's now 8:30
p.m., and at the rate of just under four specimens per hour, their lights
won't be out until 2 a.m.
It's hardly the picture of a typical Bahamas dive trip, but then the
fish in the bucket-Pterois volitans andPterois miles, two nearly identical species known commonly as the red lionfish-aren't typical Bahamian reef fish. Though native to the tropical waters of the Indo-Pacific, half a world away, these fish were captured this morning by hand
net off New Providence Island. Their rapidly growing presence, first
along the eastern U.S. seaboard from West Palm Beach, Fla., to North
Carolina, then in Bermuda, and now throughout much of the Bahamas, has scientists and dive operators worried and scrambling for
information on what to do about this unusual invasive species with no
known predators and a voracious appetite for native reef fish.
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Dirty Work

Before you can manage a species it is imperative to understand its natural history. Unfortunately, little is known about lionfish in their home
range, much less in the Atlantic. Such important facts as the fishes'
rate of growth, spawning behavior, feeding habits and vulnerability to
predation have yet to be documented. Which brings us to the curious
happenings in the peculiar-smelling hotel room.
The four men around the table-Lad Akins from REEF (Reef Environmental Education Foundation); Andy Dehart, general manager of
the National Aquarium in Washington, D.C.; Chris Flook, collector of
specimens for the Bermuda Aquarium; and Everton Joseph, a biology
major from the College of the Bahamas-are part of a 20-person expedition made up of biologists and volunteer divers seeking baseline
data on lionfish. Since January 2007, there have been five such expeditions, organized by REEF with the help ofBruce Purdy ofBlackbeard's
Cruises and Stuart and Michelle Cove, owners of Stuart Cove's Dive
Bahamas. The task tonight is to collect data and tissue samples for
NOAA's Center for Coastal and Habitat Research in Beaufort, S.C.
Preparing specimens for NOAA is tedious work, and a steady flow
of lighthearted banter helps to keep the routine bearable. When I pull
up a chair, the weary group is discussing Mike Rowe from the Discovery Channel's Dirty Jobs program, and fittingly so, given all the slime
and guts. Lad begins the dissection routine byrandomly selecting a
fish from one of the two buckets. Andy measures the fish's length and
notes the figure in a ledger. Next, Lad opens the belly with a scalpel,
lifts the pinkish white stomach free from the viscera, and makes a delicate incision in the bulging sac. The contents, four fish bodies and a

Profile
ofan

Invader

COMMON NAME:
Red Lionfish

SCIENTIFIC NAMES:
Pterois volitans and
Pterois miles

DEFENSES:

Three sets of spines
with venom stored in
sheathed grooves along
their length. Puncture
wounds produce a painful sting with swelling
and joint pain near the
affected area.

BEHAVIOR:

Lionfish hover motionless or glide about the
reef with measured
movements almost
imperceptible to prey.
They typically pay little
attention to divers unless
molested. When threatened, their first reaction
is to stand their ground.
Further harassment usually causes them to flee
into reef pockets. Lionfish are pelagic spawners
that release gelatinous
masses of eggs, which
are externally fertilized.
Lionfish larvae are borne
by currents until they
settle onto shallow-water
habitats like reefs and
wrecks.

nicians will examine the bones and be able to reconstruct
much about each fish's life span in the Atlantic.
Around 1 :30 a.m., the team records the details of the last
specimen and packs the last of the tissue vials into shipping
containers. Then it's off to the shower and a few brief hours
of sleep before their dawn wake-up call and a new round of
dives-no whining, no complaints. Besides, tomorrow offers another exciting challenge: the chance to capture and
tag living lionfish underwater.

mass of unrecognizable matter, are spread across a glass
sheet for analysis.
"So what do the lionfish eat?" I ask.
"Just about anything that moves and will fitinto their
mouths-that's the scary thing," Lad answers without
After some early morning coffee and a 20-minute boat
looking up from his work. Two of the four small fishes
ride, the team gears up to dive a high-profile patch reef
are fairy basslets, a common lionfish meal. The smallknown as Sliding Anchor. Yesterday, they collected 17
est morsel is undistinguishable, but the head shape of
specimens for dissection from the same site. Today's misNATIVE RANGE:
the fourth fish is easily recognizable as a dwarfblenny, a
sion is different. The objective is to tag specimens with
Inda-Pacific waters as far
north as South Korea and
rarely sighted species and the first found in more than 500
a thin, Day-Glo orange streamer about four inches long,
.Jaoan, and as far south
dissections.
each bearing a unique ID number. I follow Chris as we
as Australia's Lord Howe
"So far, the contents here in the Bahamas have been
head
south to the reef edge, and in minutes, he's made his
Island.
about 70 percent fishes and 30 percent crustaceans, prifirst
capture.
Then Sally Thomson, the sharp-eyed video
KNOWN PREDATORS:
marily shrimp," he continues. "Fairy basslets, juvenile
pro at Stuart Cove's Dive Bahamas, finds a honey pot in 77
None.
grunts, masked and pallid gobies are common prey. We've
feet of water-a total of 11 lionfish on a coral head the size
documented dozens of interesting species, including seaof a Toyota Prius.
horses, arrow blennies and even a yellowhead jawfish with a clutch of
Like other members of the scorpionfish family, red lionfish bear an
incubating eggs still in its mouth."
arsenal of venomous spines that discourages predators. Unlike·many
I wince at the mention of the jawfish, one of my favorite fish.
of their brethren, they make good use of a sophisticated set of swim
The open specimen is passed to Everton Joseph, whose young eyes
bladders to hover motionlessly and glide about the reef with almost
and steady hands make him a natural choice for the meticulous duty of
imperceptible movements. When threatened, their first reaction is to
sorting out the gender of each specimen. The remains then go to Chris
stand their ground, which makes them relatively easy to net, but it's a
Flook, who, with some effort, chops off the thick-boned head with a
tricky game handling the specimens without taking a painful hit from
kitchen knife. His chore is to find and remove two tiny bones called otothe spines. Heavy leather work gloves offer limited protection at best.
liths that float inside cushions of sensory tissue on each side of the skull.
A good capture goes like a slow-motion movie. Chris places a wideUsing microscopes and sophisticated chemical techniques, NOAA tech- mouthed vinyl collecting net in front of the fish and fluttering the
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Working barehanded
within inches of the
venomous spines (left), Lad
Akins threads an orange
10 tag through the base of
a lionfish's tail. The tagged
fish will be examined again
on future expeditions to
determine growth rate,
movement and habitat
preferences. A dissected
spine (center) shows why a
iionfish sting Is so painful.
Unique to members of the
scorpionfish family, the red
lionflsh stores its venom
in a series of grooves that
run the length of the spine.
The presence of juvenile
iionflsh (right) In the
tropical Western Atlantic
is evidence that successful
breeding populations have
already taken hold.

fingers of his ungloved hand, coaxes it into the opening.
He developed this technique removing dozens of the
unwanted predators from the reefs in Bermuda and has
so far escaped any painful encounter with the venomous spines. While he corrals the last of the 11 lionfish, I
shuttle a full catch bag to a tagging station that Lad and
Andy have set up near the mooring line.
Andy cautiously reaches a gloved hand into a bag
containing three captives and grasps a specimen's head
between his thumb and index finger to immobilize the fish and place
it on the sand with its tail facing Lad. Working barehanded, Lad first
measures the body length with a plastic tape, his exposed fingers
working gingerly within the waving fan of spines. Then he makes
a puncture at the top of the tail base with an awl-like device before
threading the tag through the opening with a needle. Once the tag is
secured, another volunteer transports the fish back to the reef where
it is released. On future expeditions, team members will recapture
the fish to chart growth rates and gather other valuable data such as
movement and habitat preferences.
By the end of our second dive, the team has placed 19 tags and
taken 38 lionfish for dissection, but there is a price to pay. Scrambling
back aboard the dive boat, I find Chris soaking his left index finger
in a cup of steaming water. He has taken a hit from a lionfish spine
and although the hot water is helping to break down the toxins and
reduce swelling, he is in obvious pain.
"Like a hornet sting. No, more like two hornet stings," he confesses with a grin. "It came through the glove as I was removing a fish
from the net. Don't know how much venom I received, but I don't
think much. At least I know it won't kill me, and now I have an answer for the fishermen back home who keep asking me what a sting
feels like."

Invasion Chronology

Isolated sightings of lionfish have been reported off Florida's southeast coast for the past 15 years. Biologists speculate that these were
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pet lionfish released one by one when they outgrew
home aquariums until they eventually reached sufficient
numbers to form a breeding population. The first significant population took hold off North Carolina in 2002.
Today, dozens of lionfish inhabit many of North Carolina's celebrated wreck dives.
The Carolina reports are historic; they chronicle the
first successful invasions of a marine species from the
western Pacific in coastal U.S. waters. Populations are
now thriving along the coasts of northeast Florida and
Georgia. Two juveniles were found off Long Island, N. Y.,
in the summer of 2001, and in April of the same year another juvenile turned up in a tide pool in Bermuda. The
cold New England winter waters most certainly killed
the Long Island offspring, but unfortunately, the species is now
thriving in Bermuda.
In the Bahamas, sporadic lionfish sightings began in 2004. Like
everywhere else, the exotic visitors were first greeted as an exciting novelty, but lately with growing concern. Bruce Purdy, a keen
naturalist and the driving force behind the lionfish project, operates
a fleet of five live-aboard dive vessels in Bahamian waters. "The first
actual sighting I'm aware of was from a customer aboard the Cat
Ppalu in 2004, who reported seeing a lionfish at the Blue Hole located
just off Nassau," he says. By June of 2006, just about the time NOAA
was asking REEF to help with lionfish surveillance, "a two-week
voyage aboard the Aqua Cat produced seven lionfish sightings, and
about the same time Stuart Cove's staff began reporting lionfish on
several Nassau reefs."
Purdy offered his help organizing REEF's expeditions and joined
many as an active participant-suffering the occasional sting for
his trouble. Like all involved in the project, he hopes enough can be
learned about the lionfish to develop an effective method of controlling populations so they don't upset the ecological balance of marine life on Atlantic reefs .
"At times it seems amazing how much we
have been able to learn in such a short peGetMore
riod," he says. "But then the growing numFOR MORE INFORMATION
ON FUTURE REEF LIONbers of fish we are finding takes hold, and it
FISH EXPEDITIONS, VISIT
dawns on me just how little we really under- WWW
.REEF.ORG/
stand about what's happening out there." ■
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